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Winner for the UK in the Gourmand World Cookbook Awards 2020 in the Indian category.'A
collection of brilliantly accessible, super-speedy recipes' StylistUsing easy-to-source ingredients
available from most supermarkets, Indian in 7 is packed full of dishes that you can effortlessly
pull together any night of the week.With years of experience teaching students how to make
tasty and authentic Indian food, Monisha shows that cooking mouthwatering Indian meals
doesn't require a cupboard stocked full of spices or a long list of obscure and unpronounceable
ingredients.With 80 irresistible recipes, chapters are divided into:* Fresh - vibrant, colourful and
healthy meals, such as Fire-roasted aubergine with red onion & yogurt,Fragrant lime rice and
Paneer & pea curry* Comfort - bowls of warming dahl or Egg & chilli toast perfect to curl up with
on a cold winter's night* Fast - on the table in 30 minutes or less for those nights when you've
been stuck at the office* Hearty - filling and flavoursome dishes like Tangy Goan pork curry and
Chilli paneer* One-pot - a handful of ingredients and cooked in just one pan for minimal washing
up!* Vegan - nourishing plant-based recipes* Sweet - satisfy your sweet tooth with Black rice
pudding or Mango & pistachio mug cake

About the AuthorMonisha Bharadwaj is an award-winning chef, author and food historian. She
was awarded 'Cookery Writer of the Year' by the Guild of Food Writers and her books have been
shortlisted for awards such as the Andre Simon Award, the Cordon Bleu World Food Media
Awards and the Jacob's Creek World Food Media Awards. She has written 15 books. Monisha
runs a successful Indian cookery school in London - Cooking With Monisha - teaches once at
month at Divertimenti and has recently given demos at Borough Market. --This text refers to an
alternate kindle_edition edition.
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Monisha Bharadwaj is an award-winning chef, author and food historian. She was awarded
‘Cookery Writer of the Year’ by the Guild of Food Writers and her books have been shortlisted for
awards such as the André Simon Award, the Cordon Bleu World Food Media Awards and the
Jacob’s Creek World Food Media Awards. She has written 15 books, including The Indian
Cookery Course, which together have sold over half a million copies. Monisha runs her own
successful Indian cookery school in London – Cooking with Monisha – teaches once a month at
Divertimenti and has recently given demos at Borough Market.@monishabharadwajCONTENTSI
NTRODUCTIONFRESHCOMFORTFASTHEARTYONE POTVEGANSWEETINDEXHOW TO
USE THIS EBOOKSelect one of the chapters from the main contents list and you will be taken to
a list of all the recipes covered in that chapter.Alternatively, jump to the index to browse recipes
by ingredient.Look out for linked text (which is in blue) throughout the ebook that you can select
to help you navigate between related recipes.You can double tap images to increase their size.
To return to the original view, just tap the cross in the top left-hand corner of the
screen.INTRODUCTIONMost people, even those who love Indian food and cook it often, tend to
think that it is complicated to make, takes forever and needs a long list of ingredients to make the
dish any good.An increasing number of people outside India are now cooking Indian meals at
home on a regular basis. With the easy availability of ingredients and disappointment of greasy
Indian restaurant food, home cooks are trying their hand at cooking a range of dishes that go
beyond the usual takeaway fare. Added to this is the fact that as more and more people travel,
they are learning about the vast variety of Indian dishes that are as far removed from Chicken
Tikka Masala as Doncaster is from Delhi.Although there is this desire to eat fresh, delicious and
healthy food, most people simply do not have the time or energy to create elaborate Indian
meals comprising several dishes, or recipes with a long list of ingredients that take time to
prepare. Recipes have to be easy and quick to cook in order to appeal to working people,
students and those with busy lives.This book is certainly not about whittling down the number of
ingredients in a traditional recipe just for the sake of a fancy book. There is no doubt that many
traditional Indian recipes do call for a lot of ingredients and simply cannot be made without the
entire list. I haven’t included those sorts of recipes here. However, there are countless dishes
that require just a few ingredients and are cooked in many Indian homes each day. Also, newer
and better commercially available ingredients than those my grandmother used (such as shop-
bought garam masala or faster-cooking cuts of meat) mean that we need fewer ingredients to
work with today.My own working day is long and I often spend it cooking at my classes and
demos. When I get back home tired, cooking another meal is the last thing on my mind, but I still
want to create a fresh, home-cooked meal that is healthy and delicious and can be rustled up
very quickly. For years, I have prepared easy meals from storecupboard ingredients, such as
rice, pasta, oats and flour, along with quick-cooking fresh vegetables, fish and meats that are
wholesome, hearty and extremely satisfying. I have learnt to pre-prepare some ingredients so



that cooking a quick meal is not a chore. I often chop some vegetables while having my morning
cup of tea and put them in the fridge to use later. I always have a tub of ginger-garlic paste that I
made earlier in my fridge.There is no doubt that Indian cuisine is complex, given that it is shaped
by so many factors, such as climate, which can be so varied in such a vast country, geography
and religious practices, as well as foreign influences that have introduced a huge variety of new
ingredients; for example, tomatoes and chillies, which were introduced by the Portuguese only
around 500 years ago. A large number of Indians are vegetarian, and some don’t even eat root
vegetables as it involves the killing of insects while uprooting them.Not all Indian food is hot. In
places where the climate is hot, for instance, in southern India, food is typically flavoured with
more chillies so that the capsaicin makes people perspire and cools them down. It is often easy
to read a recipe and judge which region it comes from and what religious beliefs and historical
events have influenced it.However, it is a myth that every Indian recipe requires lots of
ingredients and processes that take forever to prepare. My biggest challenge in the past few
years has been to move my readers away from the misconception that Indian food is greasy,
unhealthy, takes hours to prepare and needs a storecupboard full of ingredients. In fact, people
are keen to try recipes that do not require them to buy an endless array of ingredients that may
not be used often and may deteriorate over time.When I was asked to write this book, I was
given the chance to choose three ‘cheat’ basic ingredients that I could use, as well as up to
seven others in the recipes. I chose:sunflower oilsaltginger-garlic paste (simply because they
are almost always used together!) – see here for my recipe.Apart from these three basic
ingredients, each recipe uses seven additional ingredients or fewer (this doesn’t include any
serving suggestions given in the recipes, nor any water used/listed). This will naturally mean
shorter preparation and cooking times.Indian cooking, like many other cuisines, has moved
seamlessly into the 21st century so that now people are cooking lighter, healthier meals that are
suitable for today’s busy lifestyles. Gone are the ghee and cream; cooks have replaced these
with light oils and techniques that can create a creamy texture in a healthier way. People in
Indian cities are eating simpler meals cooked by men and women who have spent a long day at
work and often either live alone, as couples or in small family groups.Most of the recipes in this
book will serve four people. I have written them with a view that for readers who need only one or
two portions, they can take leftovers to work the following day, freeze them or have them for their
next meal!MEASURESAlthough all the recipes in this book have been measured and tested, I
believe that the best cooks use a big dose of intuition and judgement. I have found during many
years of teaching and demonstrating that however accurate an ingredients list may be,
ingredients do vary in size and flavour. Do touch and smell your ingredients, as they cook and
when they are ready. They will provide you with the best possible clues about how the dish will
turn out.EQUIPMENTPansMost Indian cooks use a heavy ‘kadhai’ for stir-frying and deep-frying.
An Indian kadhai is similar in shape to a Chinese wok but is heavier as it has to cook food for
longer periods of time. You don’t need a kadhai for authentic Indian cooking – you can easily use
saucepans and frying pans instead.Blender/mortar and pestleAn important piece of equipment



is the blender, which is needed to make curry pastes and chutneys. I use a large blender for big
quantities and a small coffee mill for spice powders and smaller spice blends. Almost every
Indian home has a blender – the more powerful, the better, and I’d certainly buy one over 500W.
A mortar and pestle is useful to crush spices or small quantities of garlic and ginger.KnivesA
sharp chef’s knife that can mince garlic, finely slice onions or chop fresh coriander to fine shreds
is invaluable. Ensure you keep it sharpened. A sharp knife is much safer than a blunt one, as
you’ll use far less pressure to chop ingredients and therefore there is less risk of the knife
slipping and injuring you.Chopping boardsI use polyethylene plastic boards as they can go into
the dishwasher, are non-porous and therefore do not hold on to smells such as onion or garlic.
Wooden boards are long-lasting but will need regular sanitising with a kitchen-safe cleaner and
proper drying so that they do not become mouldy. It’s a good idea to have a small selection of
coloured boards. My kitchen has green and brown for vegetarian food preparation, red for raw
meat and blue for raw fish.UtensilsYou’ll need a peeler, grater, spatula and a reasonable number
of wooden or silicone spoons, some slotted and others plain. Ladles are used to scoop up
curries and lentil dishes.Spice tin/boxAlthough not essential, this is a handy bit of equipment.
Every Indian home has this spice tin/box or ‘masala dabba’ – it’s most often round, made of
stainless steel and has small bowls that fit snugly inside. Some boxes have a double lid to seal in
the freshness.I like to believe that as an everyday spice box has seven compartments, one
surely must not need to use more than seven spices for one’s daily cooking! Interestingly, the
seven spices in the tin/box may vary from one region of India to another, but a few key spices,
such as turmeric, chilli, cumin and coriander, remain the same throughout the
country.STORECUPBOARD INGREDIENTSIf you want to be able to make a quick meal with just
a few ingredients, it is absolutely essential to stock a go-to kitchen cupboard that will help cut
down on time and effort. Ensure that everything is within date and use up what went in first.
Here’s what I have in my storecupboard.Oil – in this book I have used sunflower oil, but you can
use any oil that will heat up to a high temperature without changing its composition, such as
vegetable oil, rapeseed oil or corn oil. I don’t use highly flavoured oils such as peanut or coconut
for everyday cooking as they seem to complement only certain regional recipes.Canned beans
and pulses – such as chickpeas, red kidney beans, butter beans and black-eyed beans.
Remember to rinse them in a sieve under running cold water to get rid of excess salt and
canning liquid.Canned fruit – such as pineapple, mango and mango purée.Canned peeled
chopped tomatoes – you can use whole plum tomatoes but these will need to be chopped, so
it’s best to buy chopped to save some time. These are invaluable if you want to add colour and
depth to a dish, because sometimes fresh tomatoes can be lacking in flavour and can also be
too watery and pale.Tomato purée – this is available in cans and tubes and in various sizes. I buy
the really deep, double-concentrated ones that are essential to create depth of flavour and
colour, especially in dishes that depend on this. Opened tubes of purée can be stored in the
fridge for a couple of weeks. I buy large cans of purée, divide it into plastic tubs and then put
these into the freezer. The frozen purée will cut easily with a knife and will last for up to 2 months



in the freezer.Canned coconut milk and coconut powder – check the ingredients on the label for
unwanted thickeners, such as guar or xanthan gums. Partly used cans of coconut milk can be
decanted into tubs and frozen for later use. I use the full-fat version rather than the reduced-fat or
lighter ones, which I find don’t give the consistency and richness I’m looking for.If you require a
small amount of coconut milk, it’s often impractical to open a can and so I make this with
coconut powder or creamed coconut as follows:2 heaped tablespoons coconut powder or
creamed coconut (or more, depending on how thick you want the milk to be)200ml warm
waterCombine the coconut powder or creamed coconut with the warm water in a bowl and
whisk together until smooth. Use as required.Nuts – almonds, both whole and flaked, pistachios,
cashew nuts and peanuts. I buy broken cashew nuts for curries – these are cheaper than whole
ones and are often blitzed to a purée to thicken curries and add a creamy texture. When buying
peanuts, I get the unsalted ones, but if you have salted peanuts, just wash them before use so
that the dish doesn’t become too salty.Brown cane sugar – I use brown sugar whenever I can
and when the colour of the final dish is not dependent on the sugar being white. It has a lovely
depth of flavour that complements Indian dishes.Tamarind – tamarind is a brown, sausage-
shaped fruit that grows on large trees. The pod ripens in the summer and the shell becomes
brittle. The fruit inside is pulpy and is held together by a fibrous husk. Within this pulp are square,
dark brown, shiny seeds that are inedible. It is the pulp that is used for its slightly sweet, very
sour taste and fruity aroma. Tamarind is available as a pressed, fibrous slab, or as a jam-like
bottled concentrate. As slabs, you can buy ‘wet’ or ‘dry’ tamarind. The wet one is softer to
squash and easier to use, whereas the dry one is more difficult to break down.HOW TO MAKE
TAMARIND PULP¼ block (about 30g) wet tamarindPut the tamarind in a small bowl with just
enough warm water to cover it. Squash the tamarind with your fingers. Once it softens and the
water turns brown and thick, pass the mixture through a sieve into a separate bowl. The fine pulp
and juice will go through, leaving behind the fibrous husk.Put some more warm water in the
sieve and do a second pressing. You should be able to see the seeds and fibres. Discard these.
You can do a couple more pressings until all the pulp has been extracted. You should have 5–6
tablespoons of pulp. The pulp will keep well in an airtight container in the fridge for up to 3
weeks.If all this seems too time-consuming and you need only a small quantity of tamarind, you
can buy a jar of tamarind pulp or paste. This is different from and much better than jars of
tamarind concentrate, which I find too dark, acidic and gooey.SPICES AND SPICE
MIXTURESThe aromatic oils in spices are used to impart flavour to cooking. These oils are
released in two ways – by heating and by crushing or splitting the spices. This is why spice
seeds and ground spices behave differently in the cooking process. The seeds require a higher
cooking temperature to split them, whereas the powders need moderate heat to release their
oils.Spice seedsIf the recipe contains oil and seeds, the seeds will always go into the oil first,
with the remaining ingredients added on top in a sequence that depends on the time taken for
each of them to cook. For example, mustard seeds take longer to pop than cumin seeds, so they
go into the pan on their own before the cumin seeds. Seeds are sometimes fried in oil and



poured on top of a dish as tempering or ‘tadka’. I simply warm the oil over a high heat rather than
allowing it to become blazing hot before adding the seeds to the pan. This gives me control as I
watch the spice seeds slowly pop or sizzle, rather than fly out of the pan or possibly burn if the
oil is too hot.Toasting spice seedsSpice seeds are sometimes dry-toasted without any oil and
crushed for freshness of flavour. Not all spices need to be crushed every single time you make a
meal. The ones that I would recommend be crushed at home are coriander seeds, cumin seeds
and the spices for garam masala. Simply put the spice seeds into a dry, cool frying pan, then
place the frying pan over a high heat to release the seeds’ aromatic oils and dry out any residual
moisture, making them brittle and easier to crush. As soon as the pan is hot, in a matter of
seconds, the seeds will darken and develop an aroma. Tip them into a mortar or a spice mill and
crush them to a powder. For the freshest flavour of all, you can put toasted garam masala spices
in a peppermill and, with a few turns each time, sprinkle them on to curries just before
serving.When making a batch of spice powder to store, ensure that the toasted spices are
completely cool before crushing or blitzing them, otherwise they may become cakey and mouldy
due to the moisture present in the steam.Powdered or ground spicesPowdered or ground spices
can be added to a dish at three different stages of the cooking process – into the oil at the start
of cooking, after having added an ingredient to the pan, such as onions, or as a finishing spice at
the end of cooking. The three stages of cooking the spices are:1. The spices will pop, crackle or
sizzle.2. They will change colour (often lighter spices darken and darker ones lighten slightly).3.
They will develop a cooked aroma.When cooking spice powders (ground spices) in oil, it is
sometimes difficult to estimate exactly when they are ‘done’. You can add a couple of
tablespoons of cold water to the pan after the spices have sizzled and allow them to cook for a
few minutes until the water has evaporated, leaving the cooked spices in the oil. The aroma will
have changed from being quite strong to becoming soft and mellow. Some Indian recipes also
ask for spice powders to be mixed into a little cold water and then added to the pan. This allows
them to cook without scorching.These three stages of sizzle, colour and aroma progress within
seconds when the oil has reached the correct temperature, so ensure you have your next
ingredient close at hand. If you have seeds in the pan, you can add any ingredient, such as
onions, tomatoes, chillies, meat or vegetables, next. However, if you are cooking spice powders,
you will have to add a liquid ingredient as soon as the spices are cooked. This could be
tomatoes, tamarind pulp, cooked lentils or curry pastes.Most of my recipes ask you to sprinkle in
the ground spices on top of ingredients that have reduced the temperature of the pan. For
example, the onions go into the oil at the beginning. When they soften enough, the ginger, garlic
and fresh chillies are added. Tomatoes may be next, followed by the ground spices. This way, the
temperature in the pan is not high enough to burn the spices unless, of course, it is left on the
heat unattended for too long.Some spice powders are used as ‘finishing spices’. The usual ones
are red chilli powder and toasted cumin powder, which are often seen sprinkled on salads, street
food called ‘chaat’ and yogurt-based curries. Garam masala is also dusted on to curries for a top
note of aroma and warmth.SIX MUST-HAVE BASIC SPICESTurmericOne of the most traditional



and versatile spices used in Indian cooking, turmeric is the heart and soul of any curry. This key
ingredient is used daily in every part of India as its unique colour, due to the presence of the
pigment curcumin, and flavour enrich all regional cuisine. As for the root, only cured turmeric has
the aroma and colour (chiefly due to the presence of curcumin) necessary for cooking.Turmeric
has an earthy, sensual fragrance and a musky, dry taste, but it is used wholeheartedly in Indian
cooking for its wonderful quality of enhancing and balancing the flavours of all the other
ingredients. However, be careful not to use too much turmeric when cooking green vegetables
as they will turn dull and taste bitter. Be wary when storing and cooking with turmeric as it can
stain hands and clothes quite quickly.Chilli powderRed chilli powder is used not only for its heat
but also for its colour. In curries where a pale colour or fresh flavour is required, fresh green
chillies are chosen over red chilli powder. Many varieties of chillies are bright red but only
moderately hot. They are sometimes soaked in water or vinegar and ground to a paste to add a
certain colour and smokiness to curries. Commercially available chilli powder is usually a blend
of several varieties and is sold in extra hot, hot, medium and mild versions. I think it’s best to buy
the moderate version. I’ve used Kashmiri chilli powder in my recipes.Interestingly, in India, the
bhut jolokia, which has acquired celebrity as one of the world’s hottest chillies, is rarely seen
outside of the north-eastern region where it is grown. In the West, chillies from all over the world,
including Thailand and India, are imported and can be seen alongside each other in
supermarkets. I use bird’s-eye chillies, variously called ‘long thin’ or ‘thin green’
chillies.CuminCumin seeds are elongated, oval and long. They range from sage green to
tobacco brown in colour and have longitudinal ridges. Another variety of cumin is black cumin
(‘kala jeera’, ‘shahi jeera’ or ‘siya jeera’): the seeds are dark brown to black and are smaller and
finer than regular cumin. The smell of cumin is distinctive; it can be described as strong and
bitter and is usually loved or hated. Cumin has a warm, somewhat bitter taste.It is available
whole as seeds, or crushed to a powder, which is often blended with ground coriander to form a
widely used mixture called ‘dhana-jeera’. This combination is one of the essential spice blends
used in Indian cookery. Toasted cumin powder (see Toasting Spice Seeds) gives a lift to many
curries and yogurt-based raitas or salads.CorianderThis pretty herb is the most commonly used
garnish in Indian cookery, and adds a dewy-green touch to red or brown curries. The dried
seeds of the coriander plant are the spice. Coriander is perhaps one of the first spices known to
man and has been around for over 3,000 years.Coriander leaves and seeds are completely
different with regards to aroma and flavour. The fresh leaves (and stems) taste and smell fresh
and fruity with a hint of ginger. The dried seeds, on the other hand, have a sweet aroma with a
subtle whiff of pine and pepper. Bunches of fresh coriander are commonly available at
greengrocers and supermarkets. It looks quite like parsley, but the test lies in the aroma –
parsley has a more delicate smell than coriander.Mustard seedsThere are three main varieties
of mustard seeds: yellow, and the ones used in Indian cooking – brown and black – which are
pretty much interchangeable. Raw mustard seeds have almost no smell, but on cooking they
acquire a distinctive, acrid, baked-earth aroma that dominates any dish. The seeds are sharp,



nutty, slightly bitter and aromatic in taste. Their heat is often misjudged, so be careful when
adding them to recipes.Commercially blended mustards are not used in Indian cooking but they
can make a reasonable substitute for homemade mustard paste. In south India and along the
coast, mustard is used primarily as tempering. In Bengal, mustard seeds are crushed to a paste
for use in fiery marinades and curries.Garam masalaSome of the most expensive spices go into
the making of garam masala (literally ‘warming spices’), and there are as many recipes for it as
there are households in India. Depending on individual taste, the proportions of the various
ingredients can be adjusted to make this an aromatic rather than a hot blend. I have created my
blend (see here) using spices for aroma (cardamom, cinnamon, fennel), as well as for bulking
and thickening curries (coriander, cumin). I keep away from recipes that have a long list of
ingredients as some garam masala mixes do, and find that this recipe is sufficiently
aromatic.Garam masala is used whole or ground depending on what’s cooking. The basic blend
includes cloves, cinnamon, cardamom, peppercorns, bay leaves, mace, cumin seeds and
coriander seeds. Commercially bought garam masala is quite good if used within a couple of
months. The blend is easy to grind at home, so it is best to buy whole, plump spices and crush
them in an electric grinder, coffee mill or using a mortar and pestle. This mixture can then be
stored in an airtight container in a cool, dark place for up to 6 months.Garam masala can be
added at different stages of cooking for different degrees of flavour. It is also used as a finishing
spice. You can make a larger batch of garam masala by doubling or tripling the spices listed.
This recipe will make about 50g.1 teaspoon black peppercorns2 teaspoons cumin seeds2cm
piece of cinnamon stick10 green cardamom pods, seeds removed and husks discarded5 black
cardamom pods, seeds removed and husks discarded10 cloves3 dried bay leaves2 blades of
mace1 teaspoon fennel seeds2 teaspoons coriander seedsHeat a dry frying pan over a medium
heat, add all the spices and dry-toast until they start to darken and become aromatic. Remove
from the heat and leave to cool completely before grinding to a fine powder in a spice mill or
using a mortar and pestle. Store in an airtight container in a cool, dark place and consume within
6 months.If stored properly, away from heat, light, air and moisture, spice seeds will last up to a
year. Powders and powdered spice blends should ideally be used within 6 months.OTHER
SPICES AND INGREDIENTS THAT I COMMONLY USECinnamonThe dried bark of the
cinnamon tree is the spice used in cooking. I use cinnamon sticks for biryanis and curry pastes
as they have a more powerful flavour than shop-bought ground cinnamon. Not all recipes call for
cinnamon and it’s not one of the everyday spices in Indian cooking. When used, it is often added
whole into curries or rice, so it’s best to crush the sticks using a mortar and pestle as and when
needed. It is also an essential part of the standard blend of garam masala.Green cardamomThis
is one of the most expensive spices in the world. The fat, green pods grown in Kerala, south
India, are considered the best. Cardamom pods are oval capsules containing hard, dark brown
seeds that are sticky and cling together. The outer husk is chewy and inedible. I always bruise
the pods, extract and crush the seeds to use, and discard the husks. This gives a lovely aroma
to the dish and one does not have to deal with biting into whole pods unexpectedly!Asafoetida



(hing)Although not native to India, asafoetida has for centuries been an essential part of Indian
cookery and medicine. Asafoetida is the dried latex from the rhizomes of several species of
ferula or giant fennel. It is grown chiefly in Iran and Afghanistan, from where it is exported to the
rest of the world.Asafoetida has a pungent, unpleasant smell quite like that of pickled eggs, due
to the presence of sulphur compounds. This pungency reduces when the spice is cooked and it
acquires an aroma like that of cooked onions and garlic. Its powerful smell complements lentils,
vegetables and pickles. It is often used as a digestive spice in vegetarian cookery and in place of
garlic in the cookery of some religions, such as Jainism, which forbid the use of garlic or any
ingredient grown underground as it could lead to the destruction of life when these are uprooted.
Asafoetida is always used in small quantities – a pinch added to hot oil before the other
ingredients is enough to flavour a dish for four people.Mango powder (amchoor)This is made
from raw, sour, green mangoes, especially windfalls or wild mangoes. The unripe fruits are
peeled, cut into thin slices, dried and powdered to make a fruity, sour spice that is used as a
souring agent, especially in dry recipes that would change by the addition of a wet ingredient.
Amchoor is available in speciality supermarkets in the West and can be substituted with lemon
juice.PepperIn India, black pepper is used in every type of regional cookery, often as part of a
garam masala blend. It can be cooked with the main ingredients or sprinkled on top as a
finishing spice.Ajowan (ajwain)This is a close relative of dill, caraway and cumin. The fragrance
of the spice is very similar to that of oregano. Ajowan goes particularly well with green beans,
root vegetables and in dishes that are flour-based, all of which form an important part of India’s
vast vegetarian cuisine. Snacks like Bombay mix and onion bhajias depend on spices like
ajowan for their unique flavour.Saffron
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Ebook Library Reader, “Excellent, easy to follow and authentic.. I like how the ingredients were
all no more than 7. And at the top so you quickly knew what you needed. I saw one of the books
recipes in a health food magazine and tried it and liked so much decided to buy the book. Very
glad I did. The recipes are better than my local Indian restaurant I can even say.”

Vicuña, “A great read with many interesting recipes. I bought the authors ‘bible’ of Indian cooking
as an ebook about a year ago and it’s one I’ve returned to time and time again. She writes with
authority and I’ve learned a great deal about the intricacies of flavour, taste and methods.I was
delighted to see this as a 99p deal and I’m not disappointed. Sometimes recipes require a lot of
time or effort or obscure ingredients. This can be offputting if you want to make a great Indian
dish with limited resources. This book fills that gap; just a handful of basics, a lot of helpful
information about spices and other ingredients and limited to a few easily obtained main
ingredients.I like the way the author explains the dish and it’s broken down into easily navigable
headings depending on preference. This is a really handy reference book and the electronic
version has colour and is well laid out. A great author and chef and this is suitable for any level
of experience.”

Bob, “Great recipes. These recipes are really good. Over the past couple of years I have
managed to "perfect" my Indian cooking skills but the two recipes I have tried from this book
have turned out very well. If you like cooking from scratch, give it a go - I don't think you will be
disappointed.”

Belle, “Easy Indian recipes. Excellent recipes. The author has stayed with her title by giving 7
main ingredients per recipe but suggested extras (mostly stored cupboard ingredients) in written
descriptions to make it tastier. My go-to for many weekday meals.”

JMDT, “Excellent source of simple curry recipes. I love Indian food, but often get put off by the
multitude of spices and other ingredients usually required. This book simplifies curry’s to a
maximum of 7 ingredients or less and this makes tackling the recipes much more appealing,
Highly recommended and contains a host of easy to cook interesting curry recipes.”

NIcky, “Great Indian food to enjoy cooking a home, even in a rush!. I have bought other indian
cookery books but they were too complex. This book offers simple ingredients, no need for a
cupboard full of spices you'll rarely use. It caters for fish, meat, vegetarian and vegan tastes.
Have tried several recipes and had success every time, so much so my daughter wanted the
book too.”

The book by Monisha Bharadwaj has a rating of 5 out of 4.4. 188 people have provided
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